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An isotonic non-alcoholic Weizen.  
The perfect thirst quencher - rich  
in minerals with 40% fewer calories, 
yet retains the traditional wheat beer
taste. The perfect isotonic,  
alcohol-free alternative.

Bavarian alcohol-free Weizen

Weisse
Alkoholfrei

Hih fermanted – refreshing 
with vitamins

0,5 l

The Bavarian Classic. Wheat beer
at its finest. Refreshing, fruity,
full-bodied, and bursting with flavor.
Top fermented, natural and unfiltered,
this hand-crafted Weissbier is a fine 
choice for a sunny biergarten or a 
Sunday morning Bavarian 
Weisswurst breakfast  
with family and friends.
Gemutlichkeit!

Bavarian Craft Weizen

Riegele’s Hefe
Weisse

High fermanted 
and naturally matured 
in the bottle

0,5 l

As the “Emperor” of the Weizenbocks, 
Augustus achieves strength and  
character through its own unique 
yeast strain which is combined in a 
two-mash brewing process with  
Pilsner malt, wheat malt, and  
Munich malt. The result: a gold  
medal winning, robust yet  
smooth, wheat beer that  
has established
an international
following.

Augustus - Imperial Weizen

Augustus Weizen 
Doppelbock

Over 18 Plato 
original gravity

Steeped in generations of rich Bavarian 
tradition, Speziator  embodies the  
passion and beauty from which it  
derives its name. First brewed by 
Bavarian monks over 300 years ago, 
Doppelbock Hell is distinguished by its 
rich gold color, elevated alcohol content, 
and velvety mouthfeel. As a gold  
medal and World Beer Awards  
winner, “Speziator Hell”  
sets the standard for  
imperial lagers.

Bavarian Imperial Lager

Speziator
Hell

Over 19 Plato 
original gravity

0,33 l

Color unfiltered blond

Alc. 5,0 vol. %

Yeast high fermentating

Bitter

Temp. 7° Celsius

Original Gravity     12,5° Plato

Color unfiltered blond

Alc. alcoholfree

Yeast heigh fermentating

Bitter

Temp. 4° Celsius

Original Gravity     7,5° Plato

The dark counterpart to Speziator
Hell. Also brewed by Bavarian monks
over 300 years ago, Doppelbock Dark 
is distinguished by its dark but fiery
color, elevated alcohol content, and  
velvety mouthfeel. As a European 
Gold Star winner, Speziator Dunkel 
sets the standard for imperial dark 
lagers.

Dark Imperial Lager

Speziator
Dunkel

Over 19 Plato 
original gravity

0,33 l

“Old Style” wheat beer. Dark,  
unfiltered and unpasteurized.  
Traditional Bavarian brewing methods 
yield old-world flavors with malty 
undertones and a rich, full-bodied 
mouthfeel.

Dark Craft Weizen

Alte
Weisse

With naturally 
dark roasted malt

Color unfiltered dark-brown

Alc. 5,0 vol. %

Yeast high fermentating

Bitter

Temp. 7° Celsius

Original Gravity     13,5° Plato

0,33 l
0,5 l
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Color golden

Alc. 8,5 vol. %

Yeast low fermentating

Bitter

Temp. 9° Celsius

Original Gravity     19,3° Plato

Color dark

Alc. 7,5 vol. %

Yeast low fermentating

Bittere

Temp. 9° Celsius

Original Gravity     19,5° Plato

Color unfiltered red-brown

Alc. 8,0 vol. %

Yeast high fermentating

Bitter

Temp. 7° Celsius

Original Gravity     18,5° Plato



Riegele’s great tradition is
the basis of its classical and
special beer selection.
Dating back to 1386, Riegele
is recognized and admired
as one of the oldest and finest 
family-owned Bavarian  
breweries. The Golden Horse  
is its renowned seal of  
approval. Since 1386!

Awarded with 
the Bundesehrenpreis. 
(German national honor)

Tradition

From Germany’s most awarded 
brewery comes Riegele’s most awarded 
beer, Privat. Winner of the “Beer of 
the Decade,” “Beer of the Year,” World 
Beer Cup, 14-time DLG Gold and the 
6-Time European Beer Star, Privat sets 
the benchmark for craft festival lagers. 
Crisp, elegant, and complex 
in character!

Bavarian Craft Festival Beer

Commerzienrat
Riegele Privat

0,33 l
0,5 l

The classic one – The Feines Urhell
is a bright joy! For generations 
maintained with love, classically
brewed, unpasteurized, and matured
in peace. Refreshing with a fine,
balanced, malty and hoppy taste.

Augsburg has been steeped in great brewing 
tradition since 1156 when Emperor Friedrich 
Barbarossa issued it the first known purity 
law in Germany. True to its imperial-city 
namesake, Augsburger Herren Pils is an 
exemplary German Pils. Crisp, clean, with 
an ideal hoppy bitterness that adds perfect 
balance and structure to this  
internationally celebrated  
Pilsener.

With 3 
rounds of finest 
Hersbrucker hops

Over 8 weeks 
matured 
at 0° Celsius 
in the Riegele 
beer cellars

Classical Bavarian LagerCraft Premium Pilsener

Feines
Urhell

Augsburger
Herren Pils

0,33 l
0,5 l

0,33 l
0,5 l

One of the most sought after of
the dark German styles, Aechtes
“Genuine” Dunkel owes its pedigree
to years of craft brewing with only
the finest and rare double-toasted
Bavarian malts.  Only this elaborate
procedure guarantees the particularly
balanced roasted aromatic
taste - unpasteurized,
dark, and real.

A real but  rare 
Bavarian Speciality

Dark Craft Lager

Aechtes
Dunkel

0,5 l

This unfiltered, unpasteurized
fermenting cellar ale is shaped by
temperature and time. It all begins
with Kellerbier’s special ale yeast
which harmonizes with Bavarian
Wheat and three select Jura Malts
to produce an artisan classic that
has earned Kellerbier
international awards
and gold medals.

Straight out of the beer 
cellar - unfiltered, full 
bodied and lightly carbonated

Unfiltered Cellar Ale

Kellerbier

0,5 l

Color shiny dark

Alc. 4,9 vol. %

Yeast low fermentating

Bitter

Temp. 8° Celsius

Original Gravity     13,5° Plato

Color chestnut

Alc. 5,0 vol. %

Yeast high fermentating

Bitter

Temp. 8° Celsius

Original Gravity     13,5° Plato

Germanys Beer 
of the decade

Sir Commerzienrat. A gentleman possessing strong character and integrity  
- as does his beer.
Not everyone asking for his famous beer understood the strict demands
he placed on his customers. For Sir Commerzienrat, only the freshest beer
would be delivered by the brewery, and only to well-run, clean
establishments. In order to ensure that high quality standards  
were maintained, Sir Commerzienrat personally  
inspected virtually every restaurant and tavern that  
served Riegele. In the world of the Commerzienrat,  
there was no room for compromise. Not meeting his  
stringent quality requirements meant no delivery of  
Riegele special beers. The Commerzienrat’s  
unwavering commitment to the practice of
high standards and the production of fresh beer
is reflected in the brewery to this day. Every  
Riegele beer is handcrafted using only the
finest, natural ingredients.

Commerzienrat 
Sebastian Riegele 

(1876 - 1947)

Character
According to World Champion Beer Sommelier,
Sebastian Priller-Riegele, three ingredients are
required for beers with character and of
exceptional craftsmanship and artistry: passion,
dedication, and knowledge. These traits have
been passed down from generation to generation
in the Riegele family, as the Riegele brewers are
passionate about their art of craft beer brewing.
Keeping this great tradition alive is the legacy
for future generations to

…schönes Leben hier!
…enjoy a beautiful life!

Color sparkling golden

Alc. 5,2 vol. %

Yeast low fermentating

Bitter

Temp. 7° Celsius

Original Gravity     12,8° Plato

Genuine and full -bodied 
due to old brewing traditions

0,5 l

Color sparkling golden

Alc. 5,5 vol. %

Yeast low fermentating

Bitter

Temp. 7° Celsius

Original Gravity     12,5° Plato

The traditional one – in earlier times 
brewed for long journeys and far 
away markets, the export quickly 
became popular at the breweries 
home turf. The power of malt 
contributes to Riegele Würziges 
Export its genuine and fullbodied 
character. A gentle beer 
with great tradition.

Export Lager

Würziges
Export

Color clear and light  golden

Alc. 4,7 vol. %

Yeast low fermentating

Bitter

Temp. 6° Celsius

Original Gravity     11,6° Plato

Color sparkling golden

Alc. 4,7 vol. %

Yeast low fermentating

Bitter

Temp. 6° Celsius

Original Gravity     11,6° Plato


